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PREFACE

"VT O one who is familiar with the WTitings of the best-

ir known thinkers on political economy can have
failed to be impressed with the lack of human interest,
that the subject-matter of their treatises seems to
4 aflford to the popular reader, by reason of the abstract

J nature of the discussions involved. It has always seemed
^ to the present writer that, inasmuch as the real starting-
^ point in all such studies is man himself ; his nature ;
his needs ; and the means (in the shape of laws and

^ administration) by which his activities, in obtaining
sS those needs, are best encouraged and regulated ; it
^ would help to popularise the study of an otherwise

dry subject, if writers could, as a preliminary to, or
essential part of, their discussions, show the general

^ bearing of it all on the people's personal interests,
A and so make them feel that soimd economic views in
t their legislators would contribute to the domestic and

personal happiness of everyone. If man and his needs,
as a member of any community, be the true starting-
point in such a study, his nature becomes a matter of
the first importance ; in order that his weaknesses

may be guarded against, and his quahties, that make
for the good of himself and his fellow-men, maj^ be

encouraged and guarded, for the general weKare.
Even Adam Smith, the father and pioneer of all the

systematic economists, starts his epoch-marking treatise
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with an abstract examination of the results of the

"division of labour," and, whilst deahng with every

aspect of trade and commerce, as bearing on human wel-

fare, does not devote any part of his treatise to the study

of the nature and needs of man, for whose edification

this great body of economic doctrine is designed. For
it must be always remembered that but for man's
presence in the world, poUtical economy would be a

needless and non-existent study ; and nature would go
her own uninterrupted way in regard to the production

and distribution of the world's fruitfulness.

John Stuart Mill again opens his widely known
treatise on Pohtical Economy with an examination of

the conditions of "production," and then passes on to

"distribution" and "exchange"; and it is only in the
latter portions of his work that he deals with the

"Influence of the progress of society on production and

distribution," and with the "Influence of Government,"

as if they were subordinate topics. It may be truly said
that Pohtical Economy, considered scientifically, is only

concerned with "the nature of wealth, and the laws of

its production and distribution"; but, nevertheless,

Mill himself includes, in the latter portion of his work,

among the factors of the study, several more personal

aspects of human affairs.

It is sufficiently evident that he considered that the
study of human nature was involved in Economics ;

for, in his opening chapter, he says that the subject

"includes directly or remotely the operation of all the

causes by which the condition of mankind, or of any

society of human beings ... is made prosperous or the
reverse."
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The work of Ricardo (one of the world's greatest

Economic thinkers) is even more closely confined to

trade and commerce than those of Adam Smith and Mill ;

whilst Professor Fawcett breaks fresh ground, and

follows Mill, in dealing with such personal problems as

"socialism" and "strikes."

I quite recognise that it has been the custom to confine
the subject of political economy to the operation of

these laws, which, as it were, play round human society
in comiection with human needs and human activities ;

but I cannot help thmking that, inasmuch as pohtical
economy has its very root in human nature and human

needs, it is not only pertinent to such an enquiry, but

directly essential to its clear and comprehensive under-

standing, and certainly to its being popularly studied,

to ascertain and explain of what this element of "human

nature" consists, and what are the best methods of treat-

ing it, in most successfully ministering to its needs, when

its units are grouped in co-operative communities.

These thoughts are the justification I respectfully
offer for my departure from other writers ; although,

as I am dealing with Statesmanship in general, in matters
outside as well as bearing on Economics, I consider I am
entitled to claim a wider scope.

Now, as to my title. By "Truisms" I mean to convey
to my readers that I am not professing to propound
any new truths, but only to be presenting, in something

like comprehensive form, the various factors that go

to qualify a man to take an inteUigent part in public

life— in short, collecting and collating old truths that

every well-read man already knows,

"Statecraft" has been defined as "The art of conduct-
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ing State affairs ; State management ; Statesmanship";
and the simpler word "craft," taken alone, has acquired
two regular meanings ; the one being "art or skill";
the other being "cimning ; art or skill in a bad sense, or
as appHed to bad purposes."
Hobbes, the learned author of Leviathan (who wrote
in the 17th century), speaks of "that crooked wisdom
which is called 'craft' "; but that is only another way
of stating the second part of the above definition, the

synonjon for which is "cunning," which is not the sense
in which I am using it in the title of this little work.
"Statesmanship" is defined by others as meaning
the quahfications, duties, and employments of a states-
man ; whilst the word "Statesman" is defined as "a
ma.n versed in public affairs, and in the principles and
art of government."
The statesmen of ancient times, in such long extinct

polities as Persia, Egypt, Rome, and Greece, were
a mixture of the priest, the soldier, and the poHtician,
but later ages have brought changes. In Lord
Macaulay's essay on Lord Bacon, there are some interest-
ing pages, on the origin and development, in England,
of the "professional statesman"; that is, the type of

pubUc men who first devoted themselves to the Hfe-

occupation of statesmanship ; not as a money-making

calling, but as aflfording a self -satisfying and useful career
for men of independent means and intellectual parts.

Macaulay considers that that special type of men

began with Sir Nicholas Bacon (Lord Chancellor in the

reign of Elizabeth), the father of Lord Bacon, and that
they afterwards became a distinct class of pubHc men,

who followed no other regular occupation. He shows
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that, prior to that period, statesmanship was in the

hands of two classes of men, "warriors" and "priests."

Of the former, he says that their "rude courage was

neither guided by science, nor softened by humanity."

Of the latter, he says that their "learning and abiUties

were patiently devoted to the defence of tjnranny and

imposture." In the social evolution of that period,
continues Macaulay, "the nobles ceased to be mihtary

chieftains, and the priests ceased to possess a monopoly

of learning." It was then that what Macaulay caUs
"a new and remarkable species of politicians appeared."
Some interesting references are made to the prevailing

characteristics of this new class. "They were (he says)

free from that childish love of titles which characterised

the successful courtiers of the generation which preceded
them, and of that which followed them. . . . Their

fidehty to the vState was incorruptible, their households

were sober and well governed."
The true test of sound, as distinguished from showy,

statesmanship was weU focused in the motto which Sir

Nicholas Bacon inscribed over his hall, "Mediocra firma":
"the middle course is safe." This sound maxim at once

suggests to the reader of history, or the thoughtful

observer of current events, that rash class of pohticians

who are ever seeking the "Umelight" of notoriety, by

trying to "cut figures" on the thin ice of poHtical

novelty or popular experiment, and so jeopardising
the stabihty of the community, in which, in many
cases, they have Httle or no stake.

This little work is designed to place on record, and

so remind the average man and woman of, the funda-

mental principles of human nature, upon which that
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"middle course" rests ; and I have used the term
"truisms," because I claim no novelty for my little
treatise ; as the principles laid down in it are well known
to every wide reader of history and close observer of

human affairs : such as read between the lines of

history. Nature is fixed, regular, and unrelenting in

its operations ; and so is human nature, if only studied
in its broader and deeper aspects, and over a sufficiently
wide field of human records, as pointed out by Buckle in

his History of Civilisation. Unfortimately for the

few, the many prefer amusement to instruction, showi-

ness to soundness, the novel to the familiar ; and the

word-conjurer, who can excite the imagination of his

audience, is always more attractive than the sage, who

recites and emphasises home truths, that lie in the tried

and "middle way," and so constitute a more sound

footing for the community and the individual ahke.

We all recognise that knowledge, wisdom, and sagacity

are more often associated with age than with youth ;

for the truth of things comes with years ; whereas, the

yoimg insist on "finding out for themselves," and often

go stumbling over hurdles and pitfalls, that the

experienced traveller knows and avoids. But, unfor-

tunately for the body-pohtic, in which we all—old and
young ahke—have an interest as shareholders, every
fresh generation yearns for excitement and novelty ;

and, inasmuch as youth prefers to "find out" by per-

sonal experience, rather than to "be told" by those who
have already found out before them—sometimes after

many wasteful mistakes—the process of experiment
away from what the before-mentioned motto calls "the

middle course" seems inevitable in every generation.
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As I have already said, the subjects of both "nature"
and "human nature" are inextricably involved in

politics ; they afford the data or raw material from a

knowledge of which poUtics must be framed into Acts

of ParUament. How, then, can a citizen become useful

as a poUtician, unless he first acquires a knowledge,

and a wide knowledge, of society, in its pohtical sense,

and of men and women in their individual and collective

activities? To do that, involves an understanding of

their physical, mental, and moral nature ; their needs,

as distinguished from their wants, which are quite

different things ; their capabihties ; their vices and their

virtues ; their instincts, and their susceptibihties to

outside influences, for good or for ill ; their tendencj^ to

think and to provide for the present, only, and to lose

sight of the future and its necessities ; their inclination to

attach too much importance to what they can see,

and too little importance to what they cannot see, of

the things and the movements around them, and ahead

of them.

Then, man in general must be studied in relation

to nature itself, to its laws, to the regularity and unre-

lenting nature of those laws, as also to man's dependence

upon those laws, and their operations upon his present

and future weKare.

If all these subjects of study, and a himdred others,
which are subordinate to them, have to be understood

by the pohtician, so as to prevent him from becoming a

menace, instead of a benefactor, to his fellow-men and

women, when he is entrusted to lay down rules or laws

for their conduct ; how essential is it for the welfare of

any community that those who select the makers of
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those rules or laws, which all of us have to obey, should
be versed in a knowledge of those subjects !

Many of the facts which are thus necessary to be
known to the statesman or wise poHtician are what we
call self-evident to the thoughtful man or woman ;

they are what I have called "Truisms"; but, unfor-
tunately, thousands of those who choose, or "elect,"
the men who govern us are not thoughtful, but sometimes

utterly careless or thoughtless ; and the only hope of

avoiding harmful rules or laws is by inducing such

people at least to recognise their pohtical short -comings,
and allow others, older and wiser—or wiser, though not
older—than themselves, to be the better judges of the
men who are most fit to be entrusted with pohtical
power.
This httle work has been written in the hope that

by laying down the elements or axioms—or truisms—

of the political art, many of those, who do not know,

may come to recognise and acknowledge the hmits
of their qualifications for choosmg the men who are

properly equipped for managing the public affairs of

portion of this complex world, and the increasingly
complex social conditions operating in it. The customs
or laws necessary in a state of primitive society,
in which personal possessions are tangible and few,
in which needs are simple, and the occupations of hfe

Hmited in number and nature— in such a society, the
wisdom or unwisdom of a rule that says "you must do
this," or "you must not do that" (which are the essence
of all laws) can easily be judged and criticised. But
in the twentieth centmry, in which "property" takes a

thousand, not only material, but invisible forms ; in
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which the needs of our daily Kfe have become multiplied
and involved in a thousand details, and in which man's
occupations have become not only practical, but
theoretical, technical, analytical, artistic, intellectual,
microscopical, experimental, statistical, and scientific,
in a thousand forms ; who can say, with any degree of
certainty, and without long and careful study, what
efifect a law or regulation is going to have on every
class of society, or on a whole community ? Who, but
those who have made it a special study, can honestly
claim to be able to make wise laws for a community, so
complex as that type which the twentieth century has
evolved ?

It must be remembered, too, that men and women
differ in character and capacity for different professions
or occupations, as widely as do the different forms of
vegetation around us in their special power of pro-
ductiveness. One tree or plant bears grapes, out of
which we make wine as a drink, another produces
wheat which we use as a food, a third produces tobacco
which we smoke, a fourth cotton, with which we clothe
ourselves, another india rubber, which we use for a
hundred and one purposes, and so on. In a similar
way, men differ in their aptitudes and capabihties.
One man finds a congenial vocation in mechanics, another
in the exactitude and controversy of the lawyer, a third
in the microscopic work of the botanist or the chemist, a
fourth in the aesthetic role of the artist, a fifth in
the anatomical and physiological investigations of the
surgeon or physician, a sixth in the out-door life of
farming, and a seventh in the study of human nature,
human needs, history, economics,^^^and sociology, as
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required in the expert politician or statesman. Just
as it is impossible to find a thistle capable of producing
figs, a vine that can produce apples, or a rose bush that

will produce cotton ; so is it impossible to get learned
legal work from a mechanic ; scientific chemistry from

an artist ; inspired pictures from a chemist, or a skilful

surgical operation at the hands of a farmer.

It is equally disappointing to look for sound and wise
law-making from a man who has not studied history,
economics, and sociology, but who has devoted his Ufe

exclusively to brick-making or sheep farming. Man

is, in some instances, a versatile creature ; and it is
quite possible for a fencer (as in the case of Abraham

Lincoln) to become, by reading and thinking, a states-

man ; for an engineer (as in the case of Herbert Spencer)
to become a great authority on theoretical statecraft

and law-making ; for a cotton printer (as in the cases of

Cobden and Bright) to become a statesman ; but an

examination of the biography of these men will show
that while, and though, they followed their several

vocations, as means to the "main chance," they were

close and earnest students of the subjects that are

involved in statesmanship.
It is chiefly with a view to inducing men, no matter
what their everyday vocation, to study the various

subjects essential to the higher politics or true statesman-

ship, that this little work has been written.

It will be seen that in order to make each chapter as
complete as possible under its own head, some repetition

or overlapping of the subjects was inevitable. That
must be allowed and excused for completeness' sake.





"There can be no understanding
of social actions, without some
knowledge of human nature; there

can be no deep knowledge of human
nature, without some knowledge of
the laws of mind ; there can be no
adequate knowledge of the laws of
mind, without some knowledge of
the laws of life. And in order that
knowledge of the laws of life, as

exhibited in man, may be properly

grasped, attention must be given to

the laws of life in general."

HERBERT SPENCER
'
'Study of Sociology,



INTRODUCTORY

The empirical stages in politics.

'T^HE written political history of the world now covers
so long a period, and comprehends such an infinite

variety of social conditions, that it is almost impossible
to conceive a theory of government that has not, at
some period of history, been tried in the fire of experience.
In the history of every civilised race, and mider almost
every possible set of social circmnstances, experiments
in human government have been proposed and practically
tested, in the hope of securing an increased diffusion
of worldly happiness for those who were at the time
deemed entitled to have their welfare considered by
the governing power. Such experiments in social
regulation have not been the outcome of genuine
thinking minds only, but have proceeded, in innumerable
instances, from mere theorists or empirics, who were
incapable of working out their conceptions to their
logical conclusion, before subjecting hundreds or
thousands of their fellows to incalculable inconvenience
and economic loss, by their fallacious theories.

Surplus of reformers in every age.

We see frequent instances in our own day, in every
self-governing community, of enthusiastic men and
women, possessing the smallest knowledge of human
history, and the most superficial and biassed acquain-
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tance with human nature in general, who are ready to

impose and re-try every variety of legislative prescription

upon their fellow citizens, without possessing the in-

dustry to study carefully the results of similar experi-
ments as recorded in history, or to respect the opinions
of others who have done so, as to the consequences which

must follow upon the practical appHcation of their

ill-digested schemes. Many of these proposals are,

possibly, honestly conceived, with the view of adding
to the sum of human happiness ; but many others are

projected recklessly, in regard to consequences, as the

outcome of personal vanity, seekmg pubHc recognition
and applause.

Unfortimately, there is no recognised method of

visiting upon these ill-informed and thoughtless would-be

reformers the consequences of their reckless social

experiments upon others ; and, even if there were, the
evil consequences which flow from their reforming

activities are so difficult to trace into and through all

their innumerable channels of near and far-reaching
influence, that the promoters, in most cases, escape
retribution.

Grote, in his monumental history of Greece, tells us

of one of its innumerable colonies, in which this tempta-
tion to try fresh legislative experiments had been so
abused —doubtless, at considerable inconvenience to
their many citizens—that at last means were adopted
to check further social annoyance and injury of the kind.
Some of the ancient Greeks, however, who recognised
the impossibihty of tracing all the consequences of

such short-sighted and injurious attempts at human

regulation, would not permit such meddlesome tjros to
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await results and so escape. They hinged the punish-
ment, not on the effect which will probably follow
when the author has been forgotten, but on the bare

proposal of a stupidly-conceived law. According to

the historical authority named, the people of Lokris
adopted a social regulation which provided a check

on what we now call "over-legislation," by requiring the

advocate of any new law to make his proposal in public,

with a halter round his neck ; and, in the event of his

faihng to persuade the people to adopt the proposal, the

halter was employed to strangle the proposer! This

drastic method had the advantage of compelling every

tyro, who was disposed to put his hands, recklessly,

on the starting gear of the legislative machine, seriously

to review his own quahfications for such an important
work, even before engagmg the attention and involving

the welfare or otherwise of his fellow citizens. Without
some such method, there was no means of impressing

upon the would-be reformer the importance of ascertain-

ing, by prior thought and study, the limitations of his

own knowledge.
The same situation confronts us to-day in the midst

of our theoretical belief in the equal political wisdom

of all men and women. Mr. Frederick Harrison has

well said, in addressing a working man's club : "In every
occupation, whether it be a profession or a trade, man
is acknowledged to require some years of practice or

apprenticeship to become an expert—what is called a
quahfied practitioner or a 'tradesman'—but in the mak-
ing of laws, one of the most complex of all studies and

occupations, every man is supposed to be bom ready

equipped for its performance."
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Serious consequences of legislative errors.

Modern society is literally infested with would-be

millennialists, who have just enough knowledge to

be dangerous to everybody, especially if
,

at the same

time that they are obsessed with the reforming fever,

they are endowed with sufficient fluency and self-

confidence to hold out to the average man and woman a

prospect of universal happiness, as likely to flow from

the adoption of their particular nostrum. It has been
frequently shown by the more widely recognised thinkers

of the EngHsh-speaking world (Spencer, Mill, Maine,
Sidgwick, and many others) that the effects of a wrongly
conceived law, appUed universally in any community,
are, not merely those which immediately result from its
enactment, the consequences of which can probably
be seen and traced, but innumerable others of a more

remote and untraceable nature, which extend them-

selves into remote times, and remote avenues of social

activity, beyond the eye or the mind of the keenest

critic or investigator.

Difficulty of tracing legislative consequences.

In an age such as the present —one essentially, and at
bottom so largely commercial, financial, and industrial —

human affairs have become a wide-spreading labyrinth
of economic forces, interweaving their influences so

as to make it impossible to demonstrate, even if we can
trace, the relationship of cause and effect. If the
world knew of, and took to heart, but a proportion of

the entire array of legislative experiments which have

been essayed in different ages, so as to be able to dis-
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criminate between those which have produced good,
and those which have produced injurious, consequences ;
the communities of to-day would be considerably
benefited by noting the one class for repetition, and
the other class for avoidance.

The possibility of a code of acknowledged
principles.

It cannot be doubted that a wide study of universal
history, not in a vain search for specific precedents,
but with the legitimate aim of coming to understand
the more abiding characteristics and tendencies of
human nature, as keys to failvure or success in all attempts
at social regulation—such a study would enable those
who aspire to help in the poUtical work of their time
and country to avoid the failures, and note for future

guidance, the successes of the past.

Every earnest student of history, and of its bearing
on sociological problems, has, consciously or uncon-

sciously, laid down in his mind a more or less systematic
and accurate body of general principles or axioms,

illustrated by personal observation of his own times,
as guides to future legislative attempts to drill society
into an ultimately just and harmonious recognition
of the rights and responsibilities of all its units.
That such a code or body of axioms is possible of

general settlement no one can doubt, who is familiar
with the writings of acknowledged thinkers in poHtical
science ; for on many of the broader principles those
authorities are already fairly unanimous ; but the
statements of these principles are so scattered, through
a variety of abstract writings, that a mental collection
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of them by every individual student involves a wide

study of history, philosophy, anthropology, economics,

and political science, generally, constituting a formidable

obstacle, such as few people, or even professing

politicians, would be able to surmount.

Nevertheless, just as the leading economists are

more often agreed on the main principles of their science ;

80 such a code of a wider scope—which we may call
"political science"—could be ultimately built up by
competent hands, out of the general principles accepted

by the world's thinkers on the various branches of

knowledge involved in the art of nation-building and

nation-upholding. Just as the science of jurisprudence,
for instance, as a code of generalisations in regard to

the basis of just laws, is gradually acquiring definiteness,

and is coming to be accepted in an international sense,

notwithstanding the differences of opinion on many

outlying questions of detail ; so might, and in time

probably will, be built up a body of general principles,

bearing on the political science, which would, and wiU,

come to be accepted as authoritative.

It is not suggested that such a code or body of prin-
ciples could be reduced to a set of concrete guides for

the practical legislator ; since no two poHticians of

average ability would consent to accept the identical

inferences drawn from such a code by others. That
would be attempting an impossibihty ; but, neverthe-

less, there is no good reason why general principles,

more in the form of guides of a less didactic character,

should not be set out under each of the heads of know-

ledge that bear on the ultimate problems of the legis-

lative art, leaving their application to particular sets of
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circumstances, open to all who chose to make use of

them.

Such a code could stand and be referred to, as being

generally accepted by advanced students of the art,

as a body of principles, which everyone should be at

least acquainted with, before professing to be equipped
for doing practical legislative work. To-day there is

no such body of acknowledged principles ; and, as a

consequence, the numerous political empirics, who

mistake fluent utterance for legislative genius, and

rapidity of superficial thought for deep thinking, cannot

be referred to any recognised code of principles, a perusal
of which would impress them with their own Hmitations,

and possibly set them on to a Line of thought and study,
of a soimder and more thorough nature than that which

they had formerly followed.

Scope of statesmanship.

One of the most obvious and fatal objections to

any sanguine attempt to lay down a body of didactic

guides for practical legislators—guides, that is
,

in the

nature of advice as to the wisdom or imwisdom of this

or that particular kind of legislation— ^
is

the varying

scopes which men's mmds adopt in regard to the

functions of statesmanship. There have been statesmen

of acknowledged ability, who, consciously or uncon-

sciously, hmited their consideration of the public weKare

to the people of the present or approximate generations ;

whilst there have been others who directed their more

far-reaching attention to the welfare of the race, and

objected to legislation, which, though benefiting the

generations of their own time, did so at the expense of
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gradually enervating the generations which were to

follow, so as ultimately to undermine the character

and stamina of their own nationahty, in the racial

competition of the world. The former class in some

cases openly claim that the Uving generations are,

and should be, the first care of the pohtician or the

statesman ; and that, though their immediate welfare,

beyond a certain point, can only be secured at the cost

of the generations that are to follow, posterity should

be left to look after itself. The latter class, on the

other hand, have sometimes contended that it is to the
interest of the generations of to-day and to-morrow,

that they should be disciplined in the practice of self-

help and self -discipline, in order to "harden" the race,

on the supposition that the international struggle for

racial supremacy is ever going on, however slow and

imperceptible in its progress.
This fundamental difference in the scope of legislative

aims would, in some cases, entirely shift the logical

pivot upon which the desirabihty or undesirability

of a proposed legislative measure would turn ; and it
is upon this same pivot that the broader distinction,

between the two extreme policies of socialism and

IndividuaMsm, would, on full discussion, be found to

hinge. It would be out of place to enter upon such a
discussion here ; but it is proper to observe that each
of those extreme poHcies is in itself a generahsation,

drawn from a variety of data, which would come imder

such heads of knowledge as "human nature," "human

needs," "obstacles to human progress"; and it would
be quite feasible for each class of poHticians or states-

men, in any discussion, to espouse their own particular
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policy, though they acknowledged it to be deducible
from some or other of the same data. In some cases
there would be scope for scientific compromise, as to

how far the State was justified in "leaving future

generations to look after themselves."

The people's attitude and estimate.

It has long since and repeatedly been acknowledged
by the world's deeper political thinkers that there

is no subject of study that is more profoimd or less

possible of rapid and superficial treatment than that of

true statesmanship : such as involves an acquaintance
with, and the espousal of, the truths of poHtical science.

It has, too often, been the practice, in ancient, as well as
modem, times to admit that, ultimately, the statesman

should do, by way of legislation, whatever the people

require him to do ; and no doubt he is so bound, if the
people so resolve ; but the absurdity of this universal

acknowledgment as to the wisdom of such a principle

must be apparent, when we consider the relative posi-
tions of a professor of any other branch of knowledge,
and of the general caHbre of the people who look up to

him for advice on his special subject. In the case of an
eminent physician, who has devoted the greater part
of his life to a study of his profession, and acquired an

extensive reputation ; the world would consider it
ridiculous, if his patients were to form themselves into a
body in the event of some epidemic, and demand that

he should recommend a particular prescription or

course of treatment that they thought desirable. The

physician's attitude in such a case—presuming he were a
man of individuahty and self-respect —^would be one
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of quiet but decided protest ; because he would know
that, whereas he had, by years of study and practice,
made himself a master of his science, his body of patients
had contented themselves with a superficial knowledge,
and a narrow outlook as to the consequences. Such an

attitude on the part of the body of patients towards

the physician would seem, and be, equally absurd, since

they would, as a body, be helpless to advise themselves.

A physician of ability and self-respect would maintain
his opinions, and allow his patients to go their way.

By parity of reasoning a statesman of position and self-
respect would, if allowed, refuse to be dictated to by
the people on a subject concerning which he felt he was

better informed than they ; and if he were as true to
principles as the physician, he would, rather than

sacrifice his matured convictions and his political self-

respect, allow the people to "call in" another adviser, as
many eminent English statesmen have done in the past.

Unfortunately, that principle is not now widely

practised under democratic government ; and the

world is being constantly afforded the humiliating

spectacle of the "pohtical physician" tearing up his own

prescription, reversing his own honest course of treat-

ment, and adopting an entirely new prescription,
dictated by his patients, lest those patients should appeal
to some competing practitioner who stood by (in opposi-

tion), offering to prescribe just what the patients

themselves desired to take.

Comprehensive scope of statecraft.

To bring together such a code of principles or axioms

(as distinguished from a policy for any particular
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community or jmicture), as here suggested, involves a

reference to branches of human thought, many of

which may at first sight, as already pointed out, seem

to be as much in the domain of philosophy and science

as in that of pohtics ; but further consideration will
show that all these more abstract subjects are indirectly
involved in the more practical one of pohtics proper ;

and that the scientific study of man, his origin, nature

and history ; the philosophic consideration of his purpose

in the world, and the poUtical study of the best means

of securing his happiness as a member of a civihsed

community, are closely interwoven as subjects of study.
It will be observed, too, that the various heads, under
which the principles hereafter enunciated are classified,

have been limited to those which are thought to have a

direct or indirect bearing on the numerous and various

sociological problems which arise from time to time in

history, as subjects of statesmanship.
There is this advantage in presenting a body of

isolated principles on any branch of knowledge, instead

of that which professes to be a systematic treatise on

the same subject—that many pohtical readers would
be more ready to acknowledge their soundness, where

they themselves could seem to be the authors of the

pohtical conclusions which are deducible from those

principles, treated as data or premises.

Rotation of historical data unimportant.

In formulating any code of principles, which seem
to involve a series of historical steps, as, for instance,

under the head of social evolution ; it is not necessary
to insist on any particular sequence in the events or
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stages recorded; as they may have resulted in dif-

ferent societies, in quite different rotation, and yet

remain perfectly sound as historical generalisations.

It may have happened, for instance, in the repeated
oscillations of human opinion, that certain communities

in the history of the world passed through alternate

experiments in sociahsm and individualism with the

regularity of the swinging of a pendulum, though at

long intervals, extending over centuries ; yet the con-

clusion would be soimd, that ultimately those com-

munities abandoned the sociahstic form, and settled down

to the individualistic form, which now—subject to
various modifications—obtains, more or less, in all
civiUsed communities. It may be also, that many
transitional states of society intervened between those

which are enunciated with definiteness ; yet that

fact would not interfere with the correctness of the

statement as to the ultimate preference, to which a long

and wavermg course of experience had ultimately led.

Bearing of headings on study of statecraft.

The bearings of the various groups of principles,

under the different chapters which follow, may seem

to some to need general demonstration, in order to

maintain the proposition that they should be under-

stood by all who profess to be qualified to take a useful

part in the public affairs of their community. But
that should not require any laboured argument, although

something is said by way of introduction to each group.

"Human nature," as understood from a wide study
of man's origin, characteristics, biological history,

and mental and bodily capabilities, must be admitted
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to constitute the tap-root of all discussion as to the

most successful way of regulating human activities.

If there is any value in human history, as a means of
recording, for the advantage of subsequent generations,
the successes and failures of ages of effort to solve the

problems of human government ; then "Human records,"

whether read by the dim and distant Hght of archaeology,
or in the variously-tinted, but, nevertheless, clearer

light of written records, must have an important

relevance to statesmanship, as also must a knowledge
of that written history's various forms, and of the

lessons of experience in construing and applying them

to the affairs of our own times. Inasmuch as "Human
needs" comprehend all the real wants of men and women,

under a system of "social organisation"; and as "Liberty"
and "Property" constitute two of the most important
pillars upon which the edifices of society and civiHsation

seem to rest ; the principles brought imder these several

heads must also have direct appHcation to the study of

statecraft. Equally obvious must it be that one
who professes to assist inteUigently in the political
work of his time, should have acquainted himself with all

the leading "Obstacles to Hxmian Progress," which

have operated in the past, and are operating in his own

time ; in order that he may appreciate the importance
and advantage to his community, of reducing their

number or altogether surmounting them.

Popular Government demands an
acknowledged cult.

In every branch of scientific knowledge, experts have
laid down in their writings, in more or less definite
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language, a body of generally accepted principles, in

the nature of axioms ; and that fact becomes known

and acknowledged ; so that any confident empirics, who

would otherwise revive a discussion of the "alphabetical
truths" of that science, are likely to be silenced or
caused to halt in arriving at final conclusions, by being
confronted with such a body of estabhshed testimony.
The science of politics, and the art of statecraft, have,

within the last half-century, by reason of a constantly

extending franchise, become the subjects of discussion

among hundreds and thousands of citizens, many of

whom know little more about the scientific side of

pohtical study than they do about the higher mathe-

matics, or the inner spirit of classical studies. Such

people are susceptible to the glowing promises and

attractive probabiUties held out to them by men, whose

chief merits are the fluency of their utterance and the

rhetorical plausibihty of their reasoning, which are

natural results of a Umited acquaintance with the
subject-matter of their opinions. Although it is
generally—one may say almost universally —acknow-
ledged that sociology is a science, few writers have

dealt with it in a popular form—as so successfully
accompHshed in Spencer's Study of Sociology —so
that those who study, or profess to study, it, even in a

superficial way, may be confronted with a widely recog-
nised hterature, having the effect of impressing such

students with their own limitations. There never was

a time when this was more necessary than now, when

so many, and such completely uninformed aspirants to

statecraft, are offering themselves as representatives
of the people. If a scheme for producing and publicly
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acknowledging a growing body of first principles, such

as is here suggested, were adopted by all those who have

entered upon the subject seriously and thoroughly,
the pohtical science would in time come to be more
widely and accurately understood ; and a collection

of those first principles would serve as a standing re-

minder to all who seek to engage in the art of statecraft,

how much there is to be learned, before they can justifi-

ably profess to be equipped for such an enterprise.

It is not improbable that, in time, chairs of sociology
will be estabhshed in most of the world's universities,
and that in each case a sociological academy will be
inaugurated ; so as to give a definite place and reputa-

tion to the science, and thus raise the standard of

knowledge supposed to be sufficient to qualify a man as a

practical politician.
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CHAPTER I.

THE STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE
Its Bearing on the Art of Statecraft

TT is generally, if not universally, recognised that a
modem civiHsed community is not a mere "mob" of

men, women, and children, brought together indis-

criminately, and suddenly called upon to live peaceably
with one another. Every uiformed person knows that
what is politically called "Society" is an organised body,
that has been gradually evolved or developed over a

long period, possibly centuries, of time, from primitive
life ; and that it has been built up, by slow degrees,
out of individual men and women, and bound together
by laws and regulations, which have the same effect
on the units as mortar or cement has upon the bricks
or stones out of which a great building is erected,
and so converted into a substantial edifice. If society
were a mere disorganised mob, without laws and

regulations to control its members, and a general under-

standing as to what each one was allowed, or not allowed,
to do ; what we call "life" would be a lawless scramble ;
for there would be no means of checking or regulating
the strong and the cunning in their attempts to do as

they liked ; and the weak, the simple, the peaceful, and
gentler individual members of it would be overwhelmed,
and literally trampled imder foot by the rough, the
reckless, and the selfish. All the laws and restrictions
1
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which serve in a well-regulated community, to prevent
such a human scramble, have been built up, law upon
law, regulation upon regulation, custom upon custom,

tradition upon tradition, until a more or less definite
code of conduct has been established; and the community
has reached the "civilised" condition in which it stands
to-day.
There is this great difference between a building of

bricks or stones and a community of human beings ;
that, while the former is built up of inert matter, which
rests where it is placed, and may be comited upon to
remain where it has been so placed ; the human units,
out of which a community is built, are constantly dropping
out, and being replaced by others ; and, while some are

satisfied with the places in which they find themselves

in the commimity, others, unable to hold up the weight
of their own nature, drop down to a lower level ; and,

still others, who have fomid themselves placed low down

in the human structure, are constantly endeavouring
to get out of their original position, and to work their

way up into a higher social level, or a higher story
in the social edifice.

The commmiity is thus built up of live and restless

units or materials, differing in body and in mind, in

desires and in purposes, in ambitions and in needs, in

energj^ and in outlook. In short, no two units are
exactly alike ; and the problem of reconciUng them

all to their present positions, or enabhng them to reach

new ones, or to change with one another, so as to satisfy
their desires, and satisfy their needs, whilst allowing
others the same privileges—all without friction —this
is one of the chief provinces of the poHtician or statesman.
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It is, therefore, self-evident that, before anyone can
be considered quaHfied to assist either in the building
up of a well-organised community, or in facilitating and

superintending the multiphcity of changes that are

everjrwhere and always going on in its establishment
and maintenance; he should become, not only acquainted
with, but well versed in, the character and composition
of those units out of which the commmiity is built.
He should know something of their origin, their nature,
their habits, their needs, their aptitudes, and their
disqualifications, as units of types ; so that he may be
able to take a wise and unbiassed part in the peaceful
ordering and regulation of their activities, as individuals
in the complicated structure of the social and political
organisation.
As every community is built up of individual citizens,
each composed of the varying attributes of human
nature, the characteristics of that human nature become,
not only an indispensable, but also the primary, study
of the would-be statesman ; for, without man and the
human nature of which he is composed, there would be
no community ; and there would be no need for parlia-
ments, statesmen, laws, regulations, customs, or any of
the other mcidents of the social and poHtical labyrinth,
that is interwoven with man's activities in the world's

ever-changing panorama.
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CHAPTER II.

HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS

IV /TAN, considered as a political vinit, is but a bundle
of appetites—some of the body and some of the

mind ; of the first, hunger and thirst, freedom of locomo-

tion, etc.; of the second, curiosity, ambition, freedom of

thought, of conscience, of beUef, etc.

The mind and the body may seem, when superficially

regarded, to be capable of working quite independently

of one another ; but in the end they are foimd to be

interdependent ; that is to say, an unhealthy body

disturbs the regular and balanced Avorkings of the mind ;

and a deranged mind disturbs the digestive organs

and the nervous system, which react on the mind.

The body is man's more immediate connecting link
with nature ; and, when it ceases to live, the mind also
dies, as would the activities of a clock, when the source of

its motive power rims down ; although the body can

survive the conscious, capable, and balanced mind,

in which case it becomes a mere flesh-casing to a deranged
thinking organ.
The mind is the guide or pilot of the body, prompting

its locomotion, directing its movements, and, through

the medium of the will, checking and regulating—more
or less according to the individual power— its various
and varying appetites.
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The first law of human nature is self-preservation, in

fulfilling which law, both mind and body are involved.

Next to self-preservation, is the desire to preserve or

protect other human beings or things, upon whose wel-

fare or safety our o\\u happiness or welfare seems to

depend.

Man's activities are therefore exerted, primarily and

necessarily, on behalf of, or in defence of, himself and

those whose existence he cherishes, next to his own ;

more particularly the members of his family.

Man is undergoing gradual but numerous changes

in body and mind ; although the transition is so slow

and gradual that human records have been too imperfect,

or too perishable, to afford a complete or even detailed

history of the extent of the changes.
Man's mental development has enabled him to

increase and concentrate his control over nature, so

as to modify or gradually dispense with the more

strenuous exercise of some of his bodily fmictions ; which,

where not exercised for other purposes, are therefore

gradually becoming, and will continue to become,
atrophied by disuse.

As this gradual disuse of his bodily activities thus

leads to atrophy, many of his former bodily provisions

are gradually losing their vitality and disappearing ;
and, as the persistent activity of mind or body leads to
increased capability, many of man's once crude mental

powers are gradually acquiring increased force and

dexterity.
The key to man's bodily and mental vitality is activity
and exercise of all the fmictions that contribute to

homogeneity ; for decreased activity and exercise are
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followed by gradual but sure atrophy ; and men die in

parts of body or mind, while they are yet alive as a whole,

as trees die in some of their outlying branches, whilst

the trimk is still flourishing.

There is a natural tendency or inclination in human

nature to avoid bodily or mental exertion, and to fall
back into a state of inactivity and inertness. Only a

small minority of men and women acknowledge Ruskin's

plea for the nobility of labour, or realise that continued

activity of mind and body is a personal investment,

the reward of which is improved health and added years

of life to the investor ; and it is only by reason of such

spurs as hunger, thirst, excessive cold or heat, or by the

infliction of some form of pain, that the lower types of

human nature are stirred into activity, in the effort to

satisfy the appetites, or to remove the particular forms

of pain or discomfort, from which they are suffering.

In the case of the more civilised, or more reflective tjrpes
of men and women, the energies and activities of body

and mind are spurred by such influences as ambition,

pride, self-respect, and a desire for continued health and

ultimate longevity, to practise various forms of bodily

and mental activity. Otherwise, these types would be as

liable to the natural tendency to inertness, as in the

lower and less reflective tj^es.

From aU of which it follows, that one of the legitimate
objects of statecraft is the discouragement of the

tendency to idleness of the one type, by avoiding the

offering of undue encouragement to inactivity, and by

checking all possible causes through which the incentives

to activity in the higher types may be discouraged.

Man's mind is more capable of developing further
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appetites or desires than is his body ; so that his aims,

ambitions, and aspirations are, by cultivation, almost

Umitless in number.

As a general rule, to which there are exceptions,

the appetites of the body consume what they desire ;

whilst those of the mind do not affect the materiahty of

the things sought after, but, on the contrary, frequently

have the effect of adding to the existing store, by develop-

ing new creative tastes or desires.

The progress of the more civilised tj^pes of man is

in the direction of reducing the bodily appetites to

their minimum, consistent with the preservation of

bodily health, and the maintenance of the fullest mental

and physical vigour.
Mankind, in its highest forms of civihsation, is cultivat-

ing, multiplying, and elaborating innumerable new forms

of mental desires, and thus tending more and more to

individualise, instead of grouping, themselves, in their

efforts to acquire happiness.

Happiness, in its most universally accepted form

(as distinguished from the more ephemeral state, known

as "pleasure"), is that condition of human existence in

which men and women approximate most closely to a

complete realisation of their more abiding mental desires.

The general happiness of a group of human beings

(termed "society") is most surely promoted by social

organisation, which permits every responsible unit

to pursue his or her own aims to attain to that condition,

in any direction, and to whatever extent he or she may

desire, up to that point at which any further extension

would interfere with the equal freedom of others in a

similar direction.
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That limit is the point at which compromise must
be exercised, to preserve social harmony in the group

(society), and obviate conflict of interests among the

units.

The limits to which the imits of the group (society)

can, without conflict, extend their exercise of Uberty,

depend upon the density of the social group ; for, whilst

one human being, livmg alone, as on an island, could do

no wrong, each additional unit necessitates the restriction

of the area—whether in concrete or abstract matters—•

within which the other units can exercise their individual

freedom ; imtil, as with physical freedom, in a dense

crowd, there may be no liberty or "elbow room" possible.

The extent of liberty among the units of a community

is more rapidly Hmited where uniformity in tastes or

activities is enforced ; for, in such case, each is exercising

his tastes or activities in the same or similar directions,

and covering a larger area ; whereas, where greater

freedom is permitted and exercised in more varied

directions, the exercise of it will dovetail with, instead

of overlapping, the exercise by others ; and, thereby, a

greater number can find satisfaction in a more limited

area, and, as a result, a greater aggregate of satisfied

desire will be possible in a similar area.
It follows from this fact, that the fullest amount of
individual liberty that can be allowed to the imits of

society, is, in the end, the most economical for all ;

inasmuch as it encourages versatihty of taste and desire

among the units, in directions so varied as to involve

less possible points of impingement.

Where men and women have enjoyed greater freedom

in the development of their personahty, they have more
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rapidly acquired the habit of self-analysis or intro-
spection, and, in time, have come to classify their
desires and estimate their relative moral values and
capabiHties of producing lasting satisfaction, or in other
words, happiness.
There comes a time, in ethical evolution, when
men and women recognise the distinction between
benefits bestowed on themselves, which may there end
as Dead Sea fruit, and benefits conferred on others
in whom they have a general or particular interest ;
in which latter event there is frequently a return effect,
as in "bread cast on the waters."
At a later stage in ethical evolution, the satisfaction or
pleasure, resulting from a benefit conferred on grounds
of dependence (as in the case of offspring), on grounds of
affection (as in the case of a wife), on grounds of parental
sympathy (as in the case of a child to a parent), comes to
be extended to friends, congenial companions, and ulti-
mately the stranger, who seems to need and merit it (as in
the case of philanthropy).
In this way there is a tendency, in free and highly
civihsed groups, for egoism to find an outlet in altruism
or philanthropy, which comes to be recognised as a
higher form of egoism, because of its concurrent effect in
benefiting others, and, simultaneously, affording satis-
faction to the benefactor.
Further detailed comments in regard to the character-
istics already generally enumerated will be found to fall
in place under other special heads.
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CHAPTER III.

HUMAN EVOLUTION
(As Bearing on Man's Progress)

TF the doctrine of universal evolution—as a law
operating throughout nature—be true, then man has

developed, on an ascending grade, through untold and

unrecorded ages.
But, irrespective of the scientific question as to man's

biological origin, there can be no difference of opinion
that, in the primitive forms, man must have midergone

untold vicissitudes, including famine, disease, and

disastrous conflict with his fellow men, by one or other,

or all of which, those that were least "fit" for the struggle
have disappeared, in numbers too vast for notation.

In his less animal but savage stages, man's coarse
foods were taken direct from nature ; his covering
was no more than that which nature provided ; his

habitations consisted of caves and hollow trees ; his

social customs were little above those of the animals

around him ; whilst his rehgion was based on fear and

superstition, produced by the sounds, forces, appear-

ances, and other phenomena of nature, which he had

not yet the knowledge to understand or accoimt for.

Warfare of the most primitive character, against

individuals and families who trespassed beyond their

tribal limits, was then their highest calling throughout
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life ; and the making of weapons, the search for food,

and the adornments, for purposes of warfare and personal

vanity, were their chief industries.

The oft-repeated recurrence of nature's phenomena,
such as thunder and lightning, storms, floods, disease,

and famine, spread over centuries of time, gradually
led to a modification of fear, and taught man

various lessons of self -protection, leading to improved

dwellings, more effective methods and appliances
for the supply of foods, and a growing though

primitive knowledge of the simpler human ailments.
Tribes, hitherto antagonistic, in time softened their

hostile feehngs towards one another, and developed
a practice of mvitual exchange of their particular local

products ; the medicine man came into being with a

special study of herbs and treatment, though still steeped
in suspicion and superstition, and using his craft and its

mysteries for personal or tribal ends ; the economy of

cultivation, and the domestication of animals, came

to be recognised as a provision against famine ; and a

rough sort of tribal government, controlled by the
recognised chief, was gradually developed.

During all this slow, primitive, possibly sometimes

spasmodic, but, looked at over a long period of time,

steady progress; the relentless principle of "the survival

of the fittest" was operating, in weeding out those tribes
which failed to solve the problem of social regulation,
who either died out, through failing to combat nature's

forces, or were decimated by stronger or more capable

groups.
The operation of this principle of the survival of the

fittest thus made more territorial room for those most
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capable of meeting and combating the hostilities of

neighbours, or of avoiding conflict with them ; of pro-

viding against famine by enterprise and foresight ; of

averting the calamities of the extremes of climate and

weather, by the invention of improved dwellings ; of

discovering the best means of coping with destructive

diseases as they occurred ; and, last but not least, of

avoidmg internal dissension, by adopting some methods

of social organisation, and peaceful adjudication in

tribal disputes.
At a later stage, there was developed a recognition
of the right of individual property in the fruits of

individual effort (at first in regard to ornaments and

weapons, afterwards of more substantial, if less personal
belongings, such as houses, canoes, etc.), and of the

importance of securing to every unit in the commmiity

the fullest allowance of personal liberty, compatible

with the equal liberty of other miits of the tribe.

The recognition of the right of each individual or

group to the liberty to pursue personal enterprises,

and of the right of each individual or group to enjoy

the fruits of his or their labour, involved the establish-

ment of some rough untechnical tribimal of justice,

probably consisting of one or more chiefs, whose decision

must have been respected.
The work of such a tribunal, consisting of a chief or

body of chiefs, in enquiring into and deciding the rights

and wrongs of a tribal or individual dispute, constituted
the germ of our modern law courts, as well as that of our

legislative bodies of to-day ; for it would, as a law court,

have decided between conflicting units or groups as to

the merits of the particular dispute, and would, simul-
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taneously, be laying down, in however rough a manner,
some general principle for the future guidance of the
members of the tribe; thus gradually building up
a crude code of laws or traditions.
A time would come when the tribe had developed
into clans, a group of wliich, having put aside war as a
primary occupation, would, instead, occupy themselves

primarily over the cultivation of the soil, the domestica-
tion and breeding of stock, and the beginnings of in-
dustries required for the community. Thus the elements
of a small nation would have been formed.
At a later stage the population of so successful a
commvmity would have spread over a wide area ; so that
a chief or body of chiefs would be unconditionally
accepted as the best form of tribunal for making laws,
and settling disputes which had already arisen. Then
there would be (as we know there were) meetings of the

people in the fields, to discuss public matters; and
resolutions would be come to by the people as a whole,
in co-operation with, or independently of, a chief or king,
in order to lay down a satisfactory code for the guidance
of members of the community. These would be the
laws of the country ; and, by this time, special provision
would be made for hearing disputes or actions, as they
arose, between units of the community.
At a later stage, when the community had grown
too large to meet as a whole in the fields (as is done in
some parts of Asia even to-day, and in an earlier age, in
the old Anglo-Saxon communities), there was a move-
ment to elect representatives, to devote special attention
to the questions of tribal or national interests requiring
to be dealt with ; and when this stage of representative
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government was reached, the people would be on the

road to the conditions of a modern community. The

principles laid down in the old adjudications of the com-

mrniity would continue to be respected, where applicable

to existing conditions, and would exist as a body of

traditions or precedents, similar to the common or

"customary" law of England ; the new laws, made by the

Parliament, being as the Statute law of our own time.
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CHAPTER IV.

MAN'S ORIGIN
(As Bearing on the Study of Human Nature)

npHE study of man's biological origin has, in the past,
been seriously discouraged, and even materially

checked, by the fear of its leading to conclusions incon-

sistent with the traditional tenets of various religions,
as to his unchanging and unchangeable nature.
The traditional beliefs regarding man's origin are not
now regarded as unchallengeable, even by leading
modern churchmen and theological authorities, who

admit that strictly scientific investigations and con-
clusions must be respected.
Without entermg further into this vexed philosophical
and theological problem as to man's inherent spiritual
nature ; this can be said—that the scientific study of
the truths of nature, including human nature, can never
lead permanently to conclusions inconsistent with any

religion, which itself is based on truth.
If that be so, the scientific study of man's origin,
as a means of understanding his real nature, natural

tendencies, and legitimate place in the order of the

world's economy, should be pursued, irrespective of all
forms of religious and superstitious embargo.
Man's obvious superiority over all other types of

existing animal life is not in itself conclusive proof of
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the absolute permanence, in the past, or m the future,

of his present form and characteristics, or of his being
the result of a separate and distinct act of creation,

differentiating him from all other types.
If it were so, and, from any possible cause, all existing
human nature and its traces were suddenly obliterated,

the same process of reasoning might be used to establish
the j&xity or permanence of form and characteristics
of the next highest type of animal life.
It is, nevertheless, the universal verdict of all recog-
nised biologists, that the bodily characteristics of man,

and of other forms of animal life, are, in their embryonic

stages, practically imdistinguishable, and only cease to be

identical in later stages of their development.
Light is thrown on the problem of man's origin by
the fact, universally recognised by all leading biologists,
that he is now undergoing slow and gradual, but distinct

physical and mental changes, and losing, by a process of

gradual atrophy, many of his physical characteristics,

which have, in the past, identified him with many other

forms of animal Hfe.

Modern scientific opinion is unanimous also that
man, in common with many other forms of animal life,

is undergomg a gradual process of evolutionary develop-
ment, from a less to a more complex form.

Human remains have been foimd and traced through
a number of "links"—sufficient for scientific demands —

in the chain of development, from the stage which aUies

man with certain advanced animal forms up to the

recognised civilised form.
The period required for such a process of evolution

is not regarded as a logical difficulty ; since scientistg
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of the more conservative and less speculative a priori
school, such as Lord Kelvin, have estimated the period
of the world's history, since life of any kind could have

first existed on its cooling crust, at many hundreds of

millions of years ; and numerous scientists of reputation

have estimated the ages of well-known human remains,

foimd in different parts of the world, in calculable
geological strata, at at least many hundreds of thousands

of years.
Such periods are so far beyond human compre-

hension that the ratio of steady progress, over the few

thousands of years covered in the oldest of human

historical records, would be almost infuiitesimal.

It may be said to follow from these premises that
man is not a "fixed" quantity in his nature and

characteristics, as a distinct and differentiated branch

of creation, but has advanced from a primitive and

inferior form up, through a long succession of evolution-

ary steps ; and, further, that he is now undergoing a

slow but steady and continuous "ascent," in both mind

and body, not even vaguely anticipated m the present

day, by the generality of men and women. Nor need
this interfere with the outlook of the more rigidly ortho-

dox school of thought as to man's origin ; for the possi-

biHty of further ascent of human nature, into higher

regions of civilisation, culture, and altruism, is in no
way incompatible with the beHefs of that orthodox

school as to man's separate creation and distinct spiritual

nature.

The conclusion that man, as we know him, in the

twentieth century, has gradually developed or evolved

from an extremely low form, in which "self" was the
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dominant note of all his activities ; and that the same

process, by means of which he has reached his present

condition of civihsation, gives every promise of his

future ascent to a still higher level— these conclusions

are all-important and inspiring, as factors in the high

calling of true statesmanship ; by which civihsation may

be further promoted, and society, in its political sense,

may be further uplifted hereafter, m all the best interpre-

tations of the term.

These characteristics and physical and mental possi-

biUties in man, depending largely for their evolution

upon his own efforts to acquire further knowledge

of his own nature, and of the nature of the world and

universe around him, demonstrate the need for the

maximum measure of personal freedom, for each and

for all aUke ; so that every facility may be afforded to

those by whom the mysteries of nature may be probed,

discovered, and utihsed, in every possible way open to

ingenuity and invention ; so as to obtain for mankind the

greatest possible control over the hidden forces of

nature, capable of contributing to his individual and

collective welfare.

The conviction is that man has not travelled, in his

development, along a horizontal luie of progress since he

was created, thus retaining the identical bodily and mental

characteristics, with which he started, though in a more

cultivated form; but that he has come up from a much

lower plane of bemg to his present altruistically -inclined

nature and character, from a lower form of animal

life, in which the motives of "self" and self-preservation,

dominated every activity. This conviction surely affords

a powerful argument in support of a theory of man's
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prospective continuous ascent, and supplies a splendid
note of encouragement for philanthropists and
humanitarians, to go on and help the human race to

reach a higher and still higher plane of civilisation

and mental and moral cultivation: having in view a

time to come, when each unit of society shall recognise
and acknowledge that the welfare of all is involved in

the egoism or rational self-interest of each.
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CHAPTER V.

HUMAN GOVERNMENT

npHE acme of human government, according to
anarchical ideals, is that a man should govern

himself, which means that he should be allowed to "do

as he likes," with no law or influence, but those of nature,

to restrict him in his activities. But this would only be

possible where, as in the case of Defoe's hero—Robinson

Crusoe—one person lived alone on an island. Where

there are many men and women who desire, or are forced,

to live together, this anarchical state of things would

obviously be impossible, for it would inevitably result

in struggle and conflict, and ultimate miitual destruc-

tion, if reason did not prevail. The nearest approxima-
tion to it would be a mutual arrangement, by which each

one was permitted to do as he or she wished, subject to the

equal right of every other person to do as he or she wished,

subject, again, to the same restriction or limitation ;

and this would involve an all-round mutual curtailment of

individual rights, according to which each would enjoy

the fullest freedom, up to the point at which the extended

exercise of that freedom would bring the one individual

into conflict with another.

Therefore, where men and women are grouped together

in a modem democratic community, they must, if they
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wish to remain members of it and enjoy its advantages,
be reconciled to limit their activities to a sort of series of

circular areas, within which circles they are satisfied

to limit the exercise of their freedom ; and, if they wish

to live peaceably and harmoniously together, they

must so arrange among themselves as to avoid allowmg

the edge of any one circle to overlap another. This is

a sort of diagrammatic illustration of the social, political,

or legal needs and limitations of human society.

Therefore, the legitimate scope and province of state-

craft, as I have endeavoured to define it ; that is to say,
the "whole duty" of the politician, comprehensively
considered, is reducible to two general heads.

1. So to use the regulating or law-making powers

which a community vests in him, as one of its governing

body, that, whilst preserving harmony in the relation

of its members towards one another, each individual

member should have guaranteed to him or her the

fullest possible measure of individual hberty, in the

pursuit of his or her own ends, and in the solution of

the problems of life in his or her own way : compatible,

always, with an equal measure of freedom being enjoyed

by each and all of his or her fellow citizens.

2. So to organise and maintain the defensive forces of

the commimity, and so conduct the community's

relations with other communities, that its corporate

interests and peaceful progress may be secured against

the danger of aggression from without.

A detailed examination of any legislative or regulating
proposal, whether of a socialistic or individualistic

character, wiU prove the soundness of these two generali-

sations ; for the sociaHst and the individuahst are alike
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in their aims in this one respect : that they both profess
to champion the cause of the individual or social unit
of the community, though the former advocates a more

restricted limitation on the activities or exercised Hberties

of each unit, in order to lessen the struggle for existence
of the "less fit" in their competition with the "more fit,"
when on equal terms.

The fact that this championship by the socialist,

wherever successful, is to discourage, and ultimately
lessen, the energy and enterprise of the "more fit,"
and, in the end, lead ultimately to lowered racial

standards, does not disprove the contention that the

individual or unit is ultimately the professed concern

of both schools of pohtical thought.
The art of regulating the conduct of the members

of a community, so as to secure the before -mentioned

results, involves a full knowledge of the particular type
or types of human nature, of which the community to
"
be governed is constituted ; that is to say, the stage of

civilisation of its people, their history and traditions,

their national characteristics, their rehgious convictions,

their superstitions, their habits and customs, and their

national aspirations ; and it equally involves a know-
ledge of the national character, national aims, national

prejudices, and national capabihties of those outside

communities, against whose possible aggression pre-
cautions may need to be taken and maintained.

Human nature in general, therefore, in regard to

both its abiding characteristics and its possible develop-

ments, under abnormal but feasible circumstances,

becomes one of the primary studies of all who desire

to become versed in the art of statecraft.
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The art of statecraft, more particularly defined,

further involves a study of the most successful method

of regulatmg and co-ordinating the activities of the

individuals who co-operate in the formation of a civilised

commmiity, so as to offer the fullest encouragement
to the cultivation and development of the various and

varymg talents and capabihties, which are most success-

fully nurtured in an atmosphere of freedom. Generally
speaking, no citizen of a modern society is bomid to

remam as one of its members ; for he may, if he wish,
and if he possess the means, go forth to some other
portion of the world, and live apart from his fellows.

But, if he choose to remain in any particular civilised
commimity, he tacitly agrees to fall in with the code

and hmitations of conduct laid down by the governing

power of that community, for regulating the relationship
of one citizen to another, or of one class of citizens to

other classes. Those codes of conduct or laws vary
from time to time, in accordance with the growth and

progress, or in some cases, the decadence, of the com-

munity; or in accordance with the desire of those who

happen to direct the governing power for the time being.
For it should be remembered that, mider miwise govern-
ment, in which the less law-abiding citizens are over-

indulged in their disregarding of the law ; the decadence

may be so gradual as to be mmoticeable to the less

reflective in any one generation ; and yet the standards

of national character may, to the more observant, be

surely sinking ; so that, in a few generations, the national

tone may be lowered to the point of possible national

danger, and certainly national inferiority, in comparison
with other communities.
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The art of statecraft, in another aspect, is the art of

regulating the activities of a conmimiity, so as to

facihtate each of its units in his or her individual capacity,
as well as the community as a whole, in attaming to the

largest measure of security and happiness, compatible

always with the equal opportimity for enjoyment,
in a hke measure, by all other members. In order to
secure this end, it is obviously essential that the states-
man should miderstand the nature and average morale

of the individual citizens who form the community
which he is called upon to assist in governing ; and

the wisdom 'of his actions and advice in that respect
will depend upon the accuracy and extent of his know-
ledge of the actual nature and law-abiding susceptibiUties

in the matter of government, of those individuals who

compose the community. Human nature, therefore,

in whatever aspect the province of statecraft be viewed,
becomes one of the first and most indispensable subjects

of study, in order that the characteristics of man in
all his varieties may be fully taken into account.
If man were so altruistically constituted that his
first thought was always for others, and his last thought

for his own welfare ; he would need to be schooled by

his governors to consider his own self-preservation,

as the basis of his continued existence ; but, if, on the

other hand, he is so egoistically constituted that self-

preservation,^ even to the extreme of self-indulgence,

is one of the first impulses of his nature, involving,

frequently, disregard for the welfare of others ; then the

governing power needs to consider the best means of

allowing him to preserve and develop himself and his

individuahty, whilst, at the same time, constraining him,
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as far as it is necessary, in regard to his tendency to
subordinate the interests of his fellows to his own.

If the governing power recognises that the members
of the community to be governed are but the latest

links in a long chain of human evolution and ascending

development, in which man's selfish characteristics were

originally restricted only by the physical superiority of

his competitors ; then that imiate tendency may require

to be carefully and judiciously checked by the governing

power, though, possibly, in such a way as not to prevent

him from doing full justice to himself as an individual,
in the direction of his own legitimate betterment and

uplifting. In this way, the origin and development of
human nature generally, so far as it can be investigated,
becomes an important, if not a primary factor in the
art of government ; and, in the same way, it becomes

necessary to closely study man's many other character-

istics, egoistic as well as altruistic, in order, not only to

avoid the tendency of a weak governing power to

allow him to abuse his personal liberty, but also to avoid

nurturing him so as to encourage him to neglect to

discipUne himself, and become dependent on his fellows,

individually or collectively.
Whatever may be the statesman's view of man's

origin in a biological sense, the study of human character-

istics involves an investigation of the process by which

he has, by slow stages, developed from a lower and less

civihsed condition ; and, if it be possible to find in his
nature certain tendencies which will enable him to
ascend to a still higher plane of civilisation and social
culture than he has yet reached; the attention of the

governing power should be ever watchful of them,
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and of the necessity for avoiding any undue interference

with their cultivation ; so that they may stand out

as guides or object lessons for the aspirations of their

fellows, and as factors in the upUfting of the moral

standards of the particular commimity, whose successful

government is under consideration.
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CHAPTER VI.

MAN'S ASCENT

nPHE title of this chapter might, for a moment, lead
the reader to suppose that an attempt was about to

be made to invest human nature with ethereal attributes
that would unfit him for this workaday world ; but
it will be seen, by what follows, that no such impracticable
purpose is intended, and that nothing more is sought
than to show that man's worldly career is, apart from
the almost universal behef in his spiritual nature,
an ever-upward one, in regard to strictly mundane
characteristics alone ; and that, far from having reached
the top note in human culture and worldly improvement,
he has still before him an upward course, with as steep
a vertical slope as that along which he has travelled
in past ages from the lowest type of barbarism to the
highest form of mind culture and moral achievement.
Man, Uke every other form of animal hfe, is and has
ever been, undergoing ceaseless changes in body and
mind. That may be accepted as the uniform and
universal conclusion of all the world's greatest scientific
thinkers ; and it has become a fundamental truth of
human knowledge, whether we accept or reject the
doctrine of human evolution from the lower forms of
animal hfe.
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The line of man's evolution has been one of gradual
ascent —one movement being upwards, in regard to
greater complexity of organisation, and consequent
increased capabiUties, and another and contemporaneous
movement bemg lateral, in regard to time ; so that if his
career in the past be reduced to diagrammatic form, his

resultant course of progress has sloped diagonally across

the ages : as time has passed horizontally, man has moved

vertically, so that the resultant is obhque, if viewed
across the chart of universal history.
The ascent to a higher form has been in the direction

of an increased dexterity in the fmictions most frequently
and actively exercised, and of gradual atrophy of the

fmictions consciously or unconsciously allowed to fall
into disuse.

The best biological authorities of the twentieth century
enumerate upwards of one hiuidred functions of the

body that are slowly but surely undergoing this process of

atrophy; and the latest and most outspoken of these

authorities is MetchnikoJBf, who succeeded Pasteur as

head of the scientific institute that bears that great
man's name ; and that estimate is fully set out in his

(Metchnikoff's) work on The Nature of Man.
The conviction is now almost universal among thinkers

of scientific temperament, that man has not moved along
a horizontal line of progress since he was created ; and

that he has not retained his original bodily and mental

characteristics, but has come up to the level of his

present altruistically-disposed nature and character from

a much lower form of animal life, in which the motive-

elements of "self" and "self-preservation" originally

dominated every activity. This conviction, if it be
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sound, affords a powerful logical support to the hopeful
and elevating theory of man's prospective and con-
tinuous ascent, and supplies a splendid note of encourage-
ment—quite independently of the larger problem of
man's strictly spiritual attributes— for philanthropical
and humanitarian minds to push on and help the human
race in its yeammgs and aspirations for a higher and
nobler plane of civiHsation, refinement, and moral
uphfting, having in view a time to come when each
unit shall recognise and acknowledge that the welfare
and abidmg happiness of all is involved in the rational
egoism —which coimotes altruism—of each.
Whatever be the view entertained, in regard to the
actual origin of man ; the aim is the same ; except that
those who accept the theory of evolution, in its miiversal
sense, have a more scientific ground for beheving in the
theory of "ascent," to almost imlimited heights, in man's
intellectual and moral improvement.
Sir John Herschel was of opinion that "in whatever
state of knowledge we may conceive man to be placed,
his progress towards a yet higher state need never fear a
check, but must continue till the last existence of
society." And that supremely-balanced logician, John
Stuart Mill, in his Autobiography, considers that
"poverty in any sense, imptying suffering, may be
completely extinguished by the wisdom of society,
combined with the good sense and providence of the
individuals ." He was so sanguine in regard to the future
of man, that he thought that "most of the great positive
evils of the world are in themselves removable, and will,
if human affairs continue to improve, be in the end
reduced within narrow limits."
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One important aspect of man's progress has been in
the direction of acquiring increased knowledge of

nature and the working of the laws of nature, and of

obtaining greater control over their forces ; also in
relieving the mind and the nervous system of much of

their wasteful expenditure, resulting from such disturb-

ing influences as fear, superstition, anger, and useless

intellectual speculation concerning problems clearly

beyond man's present solving powers.
It must ever be remembered, in pursuing such studies,
that human progress is not observable in regard to

individual men, over the short space of time of which
human records have been preserved ; but it is observable
in regard to the average condition of the masses of the

people, when we compare the physical comfort, the

extended liberties, and the improved social status of

the least intelligent and least civilised classes of the

twentieth century with those of ancient Egyptian,
Grecian, or Roman times, or even that of our own painted
and skin-clad British ancestors of 2,000 years ago, with
the average British citizen of our own time.
Human progress in social economy is observable in the

now almost imiversal aboHtion of slavery ; in the compara-
tive cessation and more humanitarian methods of national

warfare among the truly "higher" ranks of nations;
in the slowly-growing use of arbitration, now apparently

spreading to international proportions, as a substitute for

conflict; in the widespread cessation of unauthorised
punishment; in the diminished arbitrary power of

monarchs, and in the corresponding gradual assumption

by the people of the government of themselves ; in the

widespread education of the people ; in the marvellous
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progress of science in relation to medicine, surgery, and

sanitation ; in the purification of foods, in the increased

economy, safety, and rapidity of traffic by land, sea,

and air ; in the scientific multipHcation and increased

penetration of human sight, in the microscopic purposes of

astronomy, biology, mineralogy, anatomy, physiology,

botany, and zoology ; and in the consequent increase

and rectification of human knowledge and intellectual

perspective, bearing on every department of human

welfare ; and, generally, and almost most important

of all, in the sanctification of truth as the goal of all

scientific investigations.
In moral philosophy, thinking men and women have
discovered the egoistic and satisfying value of altruism,

and come to understand the danger to man's racial

progress, of reheving enervated human nature of the

invigorating and vitalising effects of the discipHne of

self-help, self-reliance, and self-dependence.
In mental philosophy, thinking men and women have
discovered the paralysing intellectual effects of bias

and prejudice upon the mind, in the search for the truth of

things, and have come to recognise the higher intellectual

plane of tolerance towards other races, other religions,
other philosophies, other national standards of art,

literature, morality, music, and manners.

In philosophy, thinking men and women have come to
reahse the futility of the avaricious struggle for wealth ;
the degrading influence and reflex results of wasteful

and vulgar expenditure and ostentatious personal decora-

tion. The health-giving and life-prolonging results of

simple rational living ; and the incalculable superiority of

abiding forms of happiness, that come without caUing,
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as compared with the garish and palHng pleasures and

ephemeral gratifications that need to be pursued.

In political science, thinking men and women have
discovered that the scientific study of the history of

the past is as a lantern, to Ught the way to the solution of

new and future problems, and that the most truly
progressive form of government is that in which the

units of society are disciphned, by freedom carefully

guarded in all directions, to govern themselves, under a

judicious system of checks upon the abuse of equal

rights in others ; that the most complete social economy

is that which leaves human enterprise as much as possible

to find its own channels, and to travel along them as

the people's requirements seem to demand, so long as

the equal liberties of others are similarly respected ;

that it is beneficial to interfere by laws and regulations,
as Httle as possible, compatible with the equal freedom

of all ; and to afford the utmost liberty to each and all to

work out their own careers, their own individual tastes,

and their own destinies, as they may think best.
It is inevitable that the widespread distribution
of the governing power among the people, will, as it has
already done, lead to errors of judgment, crude mis-

conceptions, superficial miscalculations, and hasty and

injurious legislative abuses on matters of government ;

but they will be what Macaulay calls the "back wash"
of human progress ; whilst the general movement,

as the result of accumulated pohtical experience, will,

notwithstanding, be in a forward direction, towards

a more enlightened condition of human well-being.

Although the evolution of the institution of self-

government may produce many vicissitudes, and many
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of them result in stupendous social cataclysms by the
way, such as the French Revolution ; the general trend
of the future of man maj^ be relied upon to be in an
ascending line, in which the highest and most far-seeing
tjrpes will, as ever, stand out from the rest of mankind,
as mountain peaks rearing their heads above the hills
and valleys of ordinary human beings ; but the general
level of those hills and valleys will be found to have
risen above that which they occupied in the past ; and,
when studied closely, the miits will be found to have
acquired a larger degree of self-respect and altruistic
consciousness.

The following propositions must be carefully borne in
mind, in judging as to the soundness and feasibility of the
optimistic prospect presented in this chapter: First,
that, in it, no more is anticipated than the "bridging"
of the chasm that now separates the lowest and most
degraded forms of human nature to be found in the world
to-day, from the morally noblest, most cultivated, and
rationally altruistic types to be found in its most
civilised communities. Those who accept the doctrine of
social evolution will readily acknowledge that the more
or less remote ancestors of the cultured and ethically
nobler classes of to-day were at one time on the same
plane as the now lowest and most degraded class, from
which they and their progenitors have emerged in an

ascending scale ; and if it were possible for that ascent
to have taken place from certain units of the lowest
kno^Ti types, to the highest as indicated ; it requires no
stretch of conjecture to recognise the feasibility of all
future generations reaching the same plane of character
and conduct of the present -highest. Before that
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transformation of the world's population has had time to

be realised—and it may involve centuries to complete—

the theories surrounding the doctrine of eugenics will
have been put into practice ; so that the world will be
saved the perpetuation of the more impossible lineages.
If the soundness of the preceding line of reasoning be
admitted; it is not difficult to realise a whole world of
men and women of the highest known types of our own

day—-a world freed from avarice, vulgar ambition, un-

reasonable seK-seeking, and from an overwhelming desire

to single themselves out from their fellows by ostentation

and other forms of vainglory and display. A world,
made up of men and women who earnestly joined in

the making and careful observance of wise and scientific

laws, could and would, in due time, reduce to a minimum,

if not put an end to, all forms of trespass on the equal
rights of their fellow beings —whether in regard to
tangible things or in abstract matters of opinion and taste.

Then would be reached a condition of things in which

it would be realised that, as Herbert Spencer once said,
the object of all laws was to render laws ultimately

unnecessary. The biographies of many remarkable

men and women, whose whole careers proved that their

happiness was found in their own inner sense of modest

contentment, will, if carefully studied, show that
their wants were simple, and free from the aggressive

spirit ; and that they always readily surrendered, in their
own individual natures, all desires that involved conflict

or interference with the rights, feelings, or tastes of

others, who reciprocated the same spirit.

It will be seen that such natures fully and openly
admitted in aU directions the rights of others to find an
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outlet for their own particular tastes, however varied they

might be: practising the tolerance and the spirit of "give
and take" in everj' channel of mental and bodily activity,
and in all things recognising and practising justice
and goodwill to those who moved about them. If
all the world can some day reach that happy and

chivalrous state of things— all of which is feasible and

practicable—^then the future will indeed be a time in
which many of us would desire to live.

The great European War, through which the world has

just passed —the greatest, the most decimating, and the
most wasteful that human history has ever chronicled—
is, apart from the terrors and the anguish with which it
has been accompanied, one of the greatest tributes to

the raised moral attitude of our collective human nature.
It has been, if viewed in a broad spirit, a mammoth
struggle between gross egoism, on the part of a nation

inflated with its o\^ti sense of superiority, and practically
the rest of the civiHsed world, imbued \^dth a fine sense
of national duty and altruistic disinterestedness, which

found almost universal expression in a determination to

resent the selfish domination of a powerful war-wor-

shipping race over smaller peace-loving races and
communities, which, without the world's help, would

have been swallowed up in a maelstrom of blood and

iron.

The nature of the international settlement that has

been arrived at shows that neither of the salving nations

sought personal or national aggrandisement, but

only wished to punish appropriately the selfish peoples
who attempted to perpetuate an inherited code of

"might" dominating "right." The world has now, at
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incalculable loss, vindicated the principle of the superior-
ity of "right" over "might" and brute force, and so
reversed, in regard to human affairs, a cruel law that
hitherto and to-day rages rampant among the lower
forms of animal life. It may be well and truly said that
the millions of justly disposed people, who gave their
lives in aid of so righteous a conflict, died not merely for
their country, which is compatible with an imjust
war-purpose, but in vindication of the greatest and most

widespread moral issue that the world has ever known.
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CHAPTER I.

HUMAN RECORDS
Their Bearing on the Art of Statecraft

T^ WHETHER man be considered as a fixed and nn-
* ^

changeable portion of creation, distinct from all

other forms of animal hfe, or as one only of its iimumer-

able forms, midergoing, hke the rest, a continuous

evolution or exfohation through the ages, from a lower

to a higher type ; this fundamental truth is miiversally

acknowledged in aU thinking communities : that there

are certain human characteristics that have been common

to all races, in all ages : characteristics that spring from

the principle of hfe itseh ; from the needs imposed by

the everlasting struggle for existence, and from the

indispensable needs upon which human existence itself

depends.

These imiversal characteristics have caused man's

progress in all ages, and under all circumstances, to

present many similar results of a general character, in

regard to his struggle with nature ; his native curiosity ;

his more dehberate search for truth ; his micountable

successful and unsuccessful attempts at social organisa-

tion ; his material aims, and his vaguer and more remote

aspirations.
Li this slow but gradual progress towards a more
enhghtened solution of Hfe's problems, man has left

behind him many records in many forms, from which we

can learn of his successes and failures in these various

30
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struggles towards higher planes of knowledge, and
improved conditions of life.
We speak of "a man of experience," of "an expert,"
of a "specialist," of "a wise man," of "one who knows" —
all expressions of a recognition of the value of individual
knowledge of what has happened in the remote or
immediate past, as a means of throwing light on the
possibiHties and probabilities of the future. We can
speak with equal truth of human history, which, if
accurately recorded, correctly read, and properly inter-
preted, throws light on the probabiHties of the future in
regard to human affairs.

Professor Stubbs, the famous constitutional historian
—one of the most accurate and acute students of human
records—has forcibly expressed this latter thought. He
says: "The history of Institutions presents, in every
branch, a regularly developed series of causes and con-
sequences, and abounds in examples of that continuity
of Ufe, the reaUsation of which is necessary to give the
reader a personal hold on the past, and a right
judgment of the present."
To attempt to solve the sociological problems of our
own generation, without avaiUng ourselves of a know-
ledge of the successes and failures of other generations
and other peoples, would be to ignore the experiences of
all others but ourselves ; to refuse to follow the success-
ful examples of those who have preceded us, and to
persist in the sociological blunders that have been
demonstrated in the world's groping for the truth of
things.

History therefore ; that is, human records of all kinds,
whether in the form of pre-historic data, written history
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in its various forms, or history, such as can be read in

the practical activities of man, about and aromid us—all
these throw important Hghts on the problems of to-day
and of to-morrow, and are therefore part of the proper
and indispensable study of those Avho seek to become

versed in the art of statecraft. For, inasmuch as the
true aim of politics is to devise means for preventing a

repetition of past sociological blunders, or for securing,
wherever possible, a recurrence of events that have

proved beneficial to other commuiiities ; the records of

those past blunders, and of their causes ; as well as of

the beneficial events of the past and their causes also,

are like lanterns to Hghten a doubtful way. And, apart
from this form of guidance for immediate purposes,
many historical events throw floods of hght on the less

immediate problems, as to the origin, nature, and future

of man, and so teach us more of the unit—man—with
which statesmanship is concerned. As Lord Acton has
said, in his Study of History : "The knowledge of the past,
the record of truths revealed by experience, is emmently

practical, as an instrument of action, and a power that

goes to the making of the future." History then ; that
is, recorded human experience of all kinds, is, or ought
to be the "bible" of the poHtician ; and to that extent
to which he studies it, and the lessons it affords, does he
approach the higher planes of "statecraft" or "states-

manship" as distinguished from mere "poUtics."
There is no royal road to the true imderstanding of

history. There is no such thing as an inherent know-

ledge of it ; though mental activity, the faculty for con-
centration, and the advantages of a clear and logical mind

render its understanding more readily attainable. John
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Stuart Mill said that "No political conclusions of any value
for practice could be arrived at by direct experience."
The mind that "jumps at conclusions"; that is "impatient
of details"; or that mistakes verbal fluency of speech for

accuracy of judgment—all these characteristics are posi-
tive dangers in statesmanship, and lead the poUtician into

a quagmire of errors, which, in pubHc affairs, may be the

means of producing inmeasurable injury and uncount-
able misfortunes to the body-poHtic, in whose concerns

such a politician takes part.
To read correctly the remote history of man, so as to
be able to deduce from it useful lessons for appUcation
to modem events, necessitates also a knowledge of the

broad principles of philosoph}^, and some conception of

the scientific evolution of the human race ; to read

correctly ancient and modem history, as recorded in

literature, and to be able to take from it no more and no
less than is helpful, as throwing light on current events,

necessitates also some knowledge of the relative merits

of the writers of history, and their accuracy as to

authorities, their normality in using their facts, and their

freedom from mere hterary ostentation in presenting
them to their readers.

Few men, who occupy themselves over practical

politics, are able to devote sufficient time to the careful

study of this important aspect of statesmanship ; and

of those who could afford the time, a large proportion
are seduced by the showier side of poHtical Ufe, on account

of its contributing more to their immediate popularity
than does the quiet and careful sagacity that results from

the deeper reading of political history and philosophy.
A review of the names of the men of the past, who have,
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in their time, enjoyed political prominence, will show
that the deeper students of history, with the somider
pohtical judgment that resulted, have left behind them
more abiding reputations, than have those who adopted
more superficial and ad ca-ptandum methods of com-
mending themselves to the particular generations in
which they Hved.

If, as there is good reason to believe, human affairs
are gradually, though slowly, improving, through such
influences as a wider spread of education, a further
cheapening of the better kinds of literature, and the con-
sequent infusion of a better sense of the value of political
science ; it may be that, in the future, the advantages of
historical studies, as a light to the people's feet in darker
roads, will be more clearly appreciated, and that they
will look more and more insistently for a larger measure
of such knowledge in their public men.
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CHAPTER II.

PREHISTORIC DATA
Their Teachings

"PREHISTORIC data consist of a variety of materials^ and traditions from which we are able to formulate

theories of the maimer of man's hfe in the world, before

he himseh had begmi to leave behind him, intentionally,

anything that recorded his presence in it.

History, in the broader sense of the term, comprehends
all those forms of written records, whether on paper,

papyrus, leaves, stones, or other more or less lasting

material, on which man has attempted to chronicle what

he deemed to be important events— of what he did, tried

to do, hoped, feared, imagined, beheved, or suspected.

The preserved records of this kind do not date back

beyond an infinitesimal portion of the period over which

man, in a primitive or civihsed condition, has hved on

the globe.
The history of man, from the remote time in which

he emerged from the animal or the barbaric form, up

to that stage in which he was capable of depicting, in

some way or other, so as to be transmissible to others,

the records of his thoughts, hopes, fears, desires, imagin-

ings, or doings, can only be ascertained in our own day by

scientifically tracing the evolution of language, or by

studying a variety of material objects, the existence and
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nature of which mark man's presence on the earth, and

indicate to some extent his nature, whereabouts, and

manner of Hving, i.e., his own bones, or other remains

deposited with his own, his weapons, his boats, his

habitations. These archaeological remains indicate, in

the view of recognised scientists, that man, as man, in

however primitive a form, has lived on the earth at least

hundreds of thousands of years.
The variety of material employed in these various

objects, shows that, in the earliest stages at which man

first supplemented his own bodily powers, by using other

objects as tools or weapons, he resorted to stone, wood,

or sheUs, which he found at first hand about him ; and
thatit was not till subsequent ages that he discovered the
art of shaping stone to suit his purposes better ; and
still later that he discovered the secret of producing
metals for similar purposes.

Many of the earliest records of the later periods of

man's fife on the earth, which themselves come under the

head of "Written History," show that, ages before those
written records begin to appear, he must have domesti-

cated various animals and birds for his use, and dis-

covered the possibilities of cultivating the soil for what
it would produce.
Many of the earhest records indicating man's

presence on the earth show that he did, at a much earher

period, acquire the practice of propitiating the forces and

phenomena of nature—as "gods"—which he was miable
yet to understand; and that the then unexplained and

unexplainable phenomena formed the basis of human

wonder, fear, and superstition, which lay at the root of

most of the primitive religions of the world.
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